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a b s t r a c t 

In situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with the ability to reveal materials dynamic processes 

with high spatial and temporal resolution has attracted significant interest. The recent advances in in situ 

methods, including liquid and gas sample environment, pump-probe ultrafast microscopy, nanomechanics 

and ferroelectric domain switching the aberration corrected electron optics as well as fast electron detec- 

tor has opened new opportunities to extend the impact of in situ TEM in broad areas of research ranging 

from materials science to chemistry, physics and biology. In this article, we highlight the development of 

liquid environment electron microscopy and its applications in the study of colloidal nanoparticle growth, 

electrochemical processes and others; in situ study of topological vortices in ferroelectric and ferromag- 

netic materials. At the end, perspectives of future in situ TEM are provided. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

In situ electron microscopy has been identified as one of the

ajor future directions of electron microscopy (BES workshop re-

ort [1] ). It provides the opportunity to observe at the atomic

evel materials responses to an external stimulus, discover tran-

ient states during chemical or structural transformations, and cor-

elate materials structure to their functionalities [2–5] . There are

any fascinating research topics using in situ transmission elec-

ron microscopy (TEM) owing to the advances of in situ meth-

ds, ranging from liquid and gas environment TEM [3,4] to pump-

robe ultrafast microscopy [6-8] , nanomechanics [9,10] and ferro-

lectric domain switching [11,12] . With the advances in electron

icroscopy, it has been possible to achieve 0.5 Å spatial resolu-

ion using an aberration corrected TEM [13] , high speed data ac-

uisition ( ∼2.5 ms or better) with a fast camera [14] and electron

nergy loss spectroscopy (EELS) enables the study of spin waves

ith an energy resolution down 1 or 2 meV [15] . Many of these

dvances can be attributed to the earlier critical contribution from

r. Ondrej Krivanek [16-18] . For in situ measurements, it is often

 challenge to achieve the best performance of an aberration cor-

ected microscope due to an unideal thick sample, sample vibra-

ion in chemical reactions or under an external stimulus, insuffi-

ient electron flux during fast data acquisition and so on. However,
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t is clear that with the advances in electron microscopy includ-

ng the aberration corrected TEM, EDS with large collection angle,

ast and sensitive electron detection, large data processing, in situ

lectron microscopy has become increasingly powerful and popu-

ar. There is no doubt in situ TEM will bring significant impact in

road areas of research from materials science to physics, chem-

stry and biology. 

In this article, a few recent in situ TEM work in the area of ma-

erials chemistry , such as colloidal nanoparticle growth and electro-

hemical processes using liquid environmental cells, and in solid

tate physics , such as topological vortices in ferroelectric and ferro-

agnetic materials, ferroelectric or ferromagnetic domain switch-

ng are highlighted. We hope this article can help to provide a

iew on the broad applications of in situ TEM. At the end, con-

lusion and an outlook into future challenges and opportunities in

n situ TEM including the impact of aberration corrected TEM and

ast electron detection are provided. 

The development of liquid cells has opened many opportuni-

ies for the study of materials dynamic processes in liquids with

EM, such as, nucleation and growth, self-assembly of nanomate-

ials, electrochemical processes, biological materials in physiolog-

cal conditions, etc. In the past a few years, publications on the

opic of liquid cell TEM study have increased rapidly [4] . Here,

e review a few recent studies on nanoparticle growth in a liquid

ell with atomic resolution imaging and high temporal resolution

400 frames per second), the in situ lithiation/delithation of MoS 2 

anoflakes in an electrochemical cell with EDS and nanobeam 

on in situ electron microscopy, Ultramicroscopy (2017), 
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diffraction, which highlight the growing impact of in situ liquid en-

vironmental electron microscopy in materials chemistry and chem-

ical research. 

In the second part of this paper, a couple of examples on

in situ electron microscopy of ferroelectric or ferromagnetic vor-

texes and domain switching are provided. There has been signifi-

cant recent interest on topological phase transitions and topolog-

ical phases of matter. Topological structures, emerging near spon-

taneous symmetry-breaking transitions, are ubiquitously observed

in wide branches of science [19-22] . In condensed matter, topolog-

ical defects can be promising candidates for information storage

technology. Skyrmions, multiferroic vortices, domain walls, dislo-

cations, and disclinations are examples, where emergent proper-

ties and behaviors have been reported [23-28] . These topological

defects are invariant under continuous deformations or perturba-

tions, and thus said to be protected by topology. They often are

observable and play important roles in phase transition. Their fas-

cinating underlying physics responsible for striking geometric pat-

terns can be found in order parameter space [29] . In situ TEM is

a unique approach to topological structures, where the aberration

corrected electron microscopy plays a major role. 

2. In situ TEM study of materials dynamics in liquids 

Most liquids including water and other organic solvent have a

high vapor pressure, thus they are incompatible with the high vac-

uum environment of a transmission electron microscope. To sep-

arate the liquid samples from the vacuum environment, a sealed

liquid cell is required. A liquid cell needs a thin imaging window

allowing electron beam to go through while being able to survive

in high vacuum. The concept of windowed TEM cell was intro-

duced in the early days of electron microscopy. From the earliest

attempt of imaging wet samples using sandwiched thin aluminum

foils in 1930s [30] to the liquid cells nowadays with thin SiNx/Si

membrane [31,32] or graphene liquid cell [33] or electrochemical

cells allowing an applied electric bias [34] , tremendous progress

has been made and breakthrough discoveries have been achieved. 

The self-contained liquid cells with ultra-thin SiNx membrane

(as thin as 10 nm [32] ) or graphene offer superb atomic image res-

olution [33] . SiNx membranes are mechanically strong, inert, with

low imaging contrast thus excellent for electrochemical cells. Vari-

ous types of patterned electrodes (e.g., Au, Ti, Al, Pt, graphene, etc.)

can be made into an electrochemical liquid cell with SiNx mem-

branes. It is also possible to flow liquids between the two silicon

nitride membranes of a liquid cell using external tubing and a sy-

ringe pump, which has been widely used in a commercial liquid

cell stage and is attractive for the study of reactions with instant

mixing of liquids. 

Liquid cell TEM has been used for the exploration of new

frontiers for materials synthesis, electrochemistry, catalysis, fluid

physics, biological materials in aqueous environments and many

other areas of research [3] . Compared to many other in situ ap-

proaches, such as in situ optical spectroscopy, [35] x-ray spec-

troscopic methods, [36-40] atomic force microscopy (AFM) and

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), [41-43] in situ TEM has

its unique advantages allowing directly observation of materials

transformation dynamics in liquids with high spatial down to the

atomic range and high temporal resolution in millisecond. The ma-

jor criticisms come from the electron beam radiation damage and

the challenges in controlling of local environment, reactant mixing,

etc. during reactions, which will also be discussed in this article. 

2.1. Liquid cell TEM study of colloidal nanocrystal growth 

Crystallization process in colloidal solution is complex involv-

ing the arrangement of thousands of atoms and molecules near
Please cite this article as: H. Zheng, Y. Zhu, Perspectives 
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he surface, and it is further complicated by the interactions be-

ween atoms and the environment changes [44] . With modifica-

ions of the temperature, precursor and surfactants, it is possible to

ake various nanocrystals with certain size and shape, on which

here have been many studies [45,46] . Liquid cell TEM is a unique

ethod to study nanocrystal growth mechanisms by revealing sin-

le nanoparticle trajectories and elucidating the role of different

actors in controlling structure and morphology of a nanoparticle

4] . 

Here, we show a series of successful studies on nanoparticle

hape evolution to highlight the significant progress that has been

ade on liquid cell TEM owing to the liquid cell development

nd the advances in electron microscopy and fast electron detec-

ion. For example, in colloidal nanocrystal synthesis, it is often as-

umed that in order to achieve monodisperse nanoparticles coa-

escence between nanoparticles should be avoided. It was reported

y Zheng et al. [47] that with real time liquid cell TEM, observa-

ions reveal two types of growth, either by monomer attachment

r by coalescence, leading to the same particle size ( Fig. 1 a) [47] .

ascinating growth by nanoparticle attachment has also been ob-

erved in Pt-Fe nanowire formation [14] . The interactions between

t-Fe nanoparticles result in nanoparticle end-to-end attachment

nto a chain ( Fig. 1 b). Further systematic liquid cell TEM studies by

hanging the surfactant concentration have been carried out and

he results have demonstrated that surfactants can drastically in-

uence morphology of a nanoparticle, modify the growth rate of

ertain facets, inhibit nanoparticle aggregation, and prevent coa-

escence [44] . 

Another example is on in situ high resolution imaging of Pt

anocrystal growth and shape evolution with liquid cell TEM [32] .

ulff construction [4 8,4 9] has been used to predict the equilib-

ium shape of nanocrystals, where it states that the growth rate

f certain facet is proportional to the surface free energy. For the

rowth of nanocrystals the high-energy facet grows at a higher rate

han the low-energy facets, therefore, the fast growing facets will

ventually disappear resulting in a nanocrystal terminated with

ow energy facets [50,51] . It was assumed that the commonly used

urfactants modify the energy of specific facets through preferen-

ial adsorption, influencing the relative growth rate of different

acets thus the shape of a nanocrystal [52,53] . However, in situ ob-

ervations of Pt nanocube formation using liquid cell TEM show

rastic deviation from the Wulff construction prediction [32] . As

hown in Fig. 1 c and d, we found the growth rates of all low index

acets, {1 0 0}, {1 1 0} and {1 1 1}, are similar until the {1 0 0} facets

top growing. The {1 1 0} facets will continue to grow until they

each a limit, at which point they form an edge of a nanocube.

he continued growth of {1 1 1} facets fills the corners of the cube.

uch atomic facet development in platinum nanocube growth sug-

ests the surface energy minimization rules breaks down at the

anoscale. Density functional theory (DFT) calculation reveals that

he drastic differences of ligands mobility on different facets, i.e.,

igands move several orders of magnitude slower on {1 0 0} than

1 1 1} facets retarded the growth of {1 0 0} facets. Therefore, a se-

ective facet arrested shape control mechanisms is proposed. The

mproved liquid cells with thinner SiNx membranes and a fast

lectron detector with high detection quantum efficiency (Gatan

2 IS camera) are critical for achieving high spatial resolution at

he atomic level. 

In addition, graphene liquid cells with reduced background

oise offer unprecedented resolution ( Fig. 2 ). Park et al. used

n aberration-corrected TEM and direct electron detector to re-

olve the growth and 3D atomic structures of Pt nanocrystals

n a graphene liquid cell [33,54] . The observation revealed that

t nanoparticle coalescence is site-selective and the {1 1 1} facets

ith lowest surface energy or lowest ligand coverage are preferred

or nanoparticle attachment [54] . 
on in situ electron microscopy, Ultramicroscopy (2017), 
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Fig. 1. Single nanoparticle growth trajectories studied using liquid cell TEM. (a) (I) A liquid cell design. (II) Sequential images showing platinum nanoparticle growth either 

by monomer attachment or by nanoparticle coalescence, leading to the same particle size. (III) Growth trajectories of nanoparticles shown in (II) [31] . (b) Pt-Fe nanocrystal 

growth and attachment to form nanowires. Random attachment and recrystallization to form a single crystal nanowire [14] . (c) Facet development during Pt nanocube 

growth. (d) (left) sequential high resolution TEM images of the growth of (1 1 1) facet. A cluster of atoms formed on the facet and it was subsequently transformed into a 

monolayer. (right) the atomic growth of (1 1 0) facet [32] . 

Fig. 2. Nanocyrstal dynamics observed in a graphene liquid cell. (a) A graphene liquid cell schematic. (b) Sequential images showing Pt nanocrystal formation with atomic 

resolution. (c) Two Pt nanocrystals from a graphene liquid cell after 3D reconstruction. Colors on the right correspond to defects (twins) in one particle [33] . (For interpre- 

tation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 

Please cite this article as: H. Zheng, Y. Zhu, Perspectives on in situ electron microscopy, Ultramicroscopy (2017), 
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So far, most in situ TEM studies of colloidal nanoparticle growth

in a liquid cell use electron beam to trigger the reactions. How-

ever, it is often unclear what is the exact role of electron beam

in nanocrystal growth. First of all, electron beam induced temper-

ature rise in a liquid cell does not appear to be significant (i.e.,

a few degrees [47] ), thus thermal heating should not be the con-

trolling factor for the electron beam induced nanoparticle growth.

Second, the secondary electrons generated from the scattering of

primary electrons may reduce metal ions to form metal nanoparti-

cles [31] . However, since complex precursor solution reactions may

occur under the electron beam irradiation, electron beam induced

nanoparticle growth is much more complex than simple electron

reduction reaction. For instance, Liang et al. reported complex tran-

sition metal oxide nanoparticle growth in a liquid cell [55] . There

have been studies focusing on electron beam induced growth

mechanisms [56,57] . However, because different solvent and pre-

cursor may react differently to the electron beam, there might not

be a universal rule. Direct measurements of the reaction prod-

ucts are necessary to elucidate electron beam induced nanocrystal

growth mechanisms. Third, in many cases electron beam effects

need to be limited. For instance, avoid electron beam damage is

crucial for the study of electrochemical processes using liquid cell

TEM as shown in the following session. Nanocrystal growth in a

liquid cell induced by thermal heating has also been reported [58] .

Colloidal nanocrystal growth in a liquid cell using thermal heating

rather than electron beam irradiation could be more straightfor-

ward for direct comparison with flask synthesis. 

2.2. Electrochemical process induced materials degradation 

An electrochemical reaction can be visualized with TEM using a

liquid cell where electrodes are built inside the liquid cell. Electro-

chemical lithiation of Au electrode [59] , dendritic growth of lead

[60] , lithium [34] magnesium [61] and the subsequent stripping

of electrodeposited materials have been observed using an elec-

trochemical liquid cell. In addition, in situ study of the solid elec-

trolyte interfaces (SEI) formation in an electrochemical liquid cell

has been achieved [62] . Characterization of SEI layer with advanced

electron microscopy shows LiF nanoparticles uniformly distributed

within the SEI film [34,62] . 

The fabricated nanobattery cells for TEM offer the opportunity

to study the reaction mechanisms of MoS 2 during battery opera-

tion. A nanobattery cell with commercial electrolyte LiPF 6 /EC/DEC

for Li ion batteries was used to study structure changes of MoS 2 
nanoflakes after lithiation/delithiation. In the nanobattery cell, Li

metal was loaded on one electrode as counter (and reference)

electrode. 

Layered MoS 2 is an attractive electrode material for lithium ion

batteries [63,64] . When lithium ions are inserted between the lay-

ers of MoS 2 , the MoS 2 structure can be exfoliated by ultrasonica-

tion of lithiated MoS 2 in H 2 O [65,66] . Electrochemical degradation

may be induced by the active material loss when MoS 2 is used

as the cathode material [67] . In situ observation of lithiation and

delithiation of MoS 2 as the electrode material provides critical in-

sight on the degradation mechanisms of this material for battery

applications. 

Dissolution and lithiation induced deformation of MoS 2 dur-

ing charge in the voltage range of 1.8–1.2 V were captured in situ.

Irreversible decomposition near 1.1 V was observed, where MoS 2 
nanosheets broke down into 5–10 nm MoS 2 nanoparticles as con-

firmed by nanobeam diffraction experiments ( Fig. 3 ). Some MoS 2 
nanosheets decompose upon lithiation while the other remain and

experience structural changes, i.e., swelling or deformation. The

variation of MoS 2 nanosheets during lithiation may result from the

MoS 2 thickness difference or inhomogeneity during lithiation. Out

in situ study of MoS decomposition during lithiation in battery
2 
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peration provides insights on improving the battery design and

pplications of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) and lay-

red structured materials in energy devices. 

For in situ liquid cell TEM study of electrochemical processes,

imiting electron beam effects is critical. An effective strategy is

o reduce electron beam current (thus, the net electron dosage on

he sample). For example, under an electron beam current of 2–10

 

−/ ̊A 

2 s or below, no reaction was observed without an applied bias

60] . However, the consequence of significantly reducing electron

eam current is that spatial resolution is reduced. So far, resolu-

ion better than 1 nm in the imaging of a dynamic electrochemical

rocess has not been achieved. Future implementing high sensitive

lectron detector and lose dose image processing would assist to

chieve better resolution. 

. In situ study of topological vortices in ferroelectric and 

erromagnetic materials 

Understanding topological structures is crucial to the prediction

f behavior and functionalities emerging from the topological de-

ects, such as skyrmions, multiferroic vortices, domain walls, dis-

ocations, and disclinations [68] . Thus, it is important to character-

ze domain-defect interactions and their dynamics, as well as to

irectly link local atomic-displacement to polarization [23,69-73] .

orentz microscopy has been widely used to study the skyrmions,

he magnetic switching and domain configuration evolution. The

ynamical process of generation and annihilation of the magnetic

iskyrmions have been observed by in situ TEM [72] . As an al-

ernative approach, a dedicated magnetizing stage can be used

o generate a magnetic field at the specimen area by adding

elmholtz coils on each side of the specimen for the study of mag-

etic field induced motion of magnetic domain walls [74,75] . An-

ther possible design is bring the piezo-driven sharp needle made

f a permanent magnet close to the specimen [76,77] . To draw

he relationship between magnetic structures and temperature, a

hermal element also need be integrate with the holder. Mean-

hile, a new design capable of applying GHz resonance electric

urrent and pulsed excitations in situ was developed to measure

he non-adiabatic spin torque effect [78] , and to map strongly cou-

led coaxial vortex motion in the dipolar- and indirect exchange-

oupled regimes [79] . 

.1. Ferroelectric vortices 

In rare-earth hexagonal manganites RMnO 3 (R = Er, Y), vortices

nd antivortices are topological defects. At high temperature the

rystal structure adopts centrosymmetric P6 3 /mmc. A structural

ransition occurs at Tc, which lowers the symmetry to P6 3 cm

ainly by the condensation of the K 3 phonon mode. This process

eads to the trimerized tilting of MnO 5 bipyramids and corruga-

ion of intercalated R layers while maintaining the six-fold sym-

etry with six crystallographically preferred domains denoted as

+ , β−, γ + , α−, β+ , γ − in sequence around the core [80] . These

ix-fold vortices are topologically protected and extremely stable

nder thermal perturbation and external biasing [81-83] . In situ

iasing in TEM is the most effective approach to study individual

erroelectric vortex and antivortex formation and inhalation and

heir dynamic switching behavior. Fig. 4 a–c give an example of

exagonal ErMnO 3 , a geometric ferroelectric since its spontaneous

olarization is induced by the structural trimerization of Mn ions

nd the buckling of Er ions due to mismatch in ionic size between

he R-ions and the Mn ions, as shown in Fig. 4 c. The symmetry-

reaking phase transition of the Mn trimerization engenders two

ossible directions of polarization along the c -axis (“+ ” being par-

llel to the c -axis, and “−” being antiparallel to it), and three an-

iphases ( α, β , and γ ), totaling six distinctive domains ( α+ , α−,
on in situ electron microscopy, Ultramicroscopy (2017), 
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Fig. 3. In situ study of charge-discharge induced electrode structural changes in an electrochemical cell [34] . (a) A home-made electrochemical liquid cell with two Ti 

electrodes Li and MoS 2 nanoparticles loaded on each side. (b) Integration of the advanced nanobeam diffraction imaging techniques (c). Analysis of Ti electrode with MoS 2 
nanoparticles after discharge process. (II-V) EDS mapping showing elemental distribution. Inset in (III) is the quantitative analysis of elements after deconvolution. (VI) Small 

MoS 2 nanoparticles from nanobeam diffraction imaging in a seemly smooth area of electrode in (I). 
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+ , β−, γ + , γ −) [80] . The walls of the trimerization domain, in-

erlocked with ferroelectric domain walls, emerged from topologi-

al defects as vortex and antivortex ( Fig. 4 a) with opposite winding

rders. The vortices are quite stable. Even in the presence of severe

iscontinuities in electric polarization around the core, the forma-

ion of these topological defects are observed when the crystal is

xposed to temperatures above Tc. There are two types ferroelec-

ric domain walls, type-A and type-B, with lattice shift of 1/3[120]

nd 2/3[120], across the domain wall, respectively. By measuring
Please cite this article as: H. Zheng, Y. Zhu, Perspectives 
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he area of polarized domains in situ with applied electric field we

an correlate nanoscale polarization to microscale hysteresis prop-

rty (polarization vs electric field loop) of the sample. For example,

hen we vary the field from −150 kV/cm (as shown in Fig. 4 b)

o 150 kV/cm we can direct observe the ferroelectric switching be-

avior: domains parallel to the field direction expand while those

ntiparallel to the field direction shrink. Nevertheless, the vortex

ores are immobile. We note when two domains are paired they

arry opposite charges, resulting in a strong attractive interaction.
on in situ electron microscopy, Ultramicroscopy (2017), 
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Fig. 4. Ferroelectric vortices. (a) Electrostatic interactions between domain walls around a vortex (black dot)-antivortex (red dot) pair in saturated state under downward 

applied field. The electrostatic charges associated with the domain walls are marked in red (positive) and blue (negative). When the applied field reverses, the ferroelectric 

domains with polarization parallel to the field expand while anti-parallel to the field shrink. (b) Dark-field image of a vortex and its associated domains obtained with the 

001 reflection in ErMnO 3 under applied field of −150 kV/cm, showing domain configuration and different types of domain walls. (c) ADF STEM images from the regions 

indicated with the green-rectangle in (b). Unit cells for each domain near walls are denoted with blue- and red-rectangles. The two walls highlighted in the high resolution 

image are type-B walls. Yellow arrows indicate the polarization direction for each domain. (d) An 8-fold vortex in hexagonal YMnO 3 in the remnant state observed by atomic 

resolution dipole mapping. Such a vortex symmetry is crystallographically forbidden but topologically allowed. The vortex core has two edge dislocations associated with it. 

The inset on the right is the strain map around dislocations near the core and the one on the left shows the corresponding low magnification [80] . (For interpretation of the 

references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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Fig. 4 c shows the bound states carrying domains can be as nar-

row as only 1 unit-cell wide for oppositely charged paired walls,

as marked on top left corner of figure. We attribute the stabil-

ity of these narrow domains to the incommensurability of partial

unit-cell-shifts across the paired walls that prevent the unification

of the bound states, or pair-annihilating even with one unit-cell

separation. It assures the strong short-range repulsive interaction

for the bound states. These narrow domains are topologically pro-

tected due to the incommensurate sum of the partial unit-cell-shift

vectors for each pair of walls, preventing domain annihilation re-

sulting in incomplete polling, a feature that was not observed in

stereotypical ferroelectrics, such as PbTiO 3 and BaTiO 3 [82,84] . 

Six-fold vortex domains are most common in RMnO 3 , as they

reflect the six crystallographic variants. Non-six-fold vortex do-

mains are inconsistent with the crystal symmetry, thus do not ex-

pect to exist in hexagonal manganites. Nevertheless, 2-fold, 4-fold,

and 8-fold vortex domains have been recently observed. An exam-

ple for an eight-fold vortex structures using aberration-corrected

electron microscopy is shown in Fig. 4 (d), revealing startling de-

tailed atomic configurations of crystallographically forbidden non-
Please cite this article as: H. Zheng, Y. Zhu, Perspectives 
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ix-fold ferroelectric domains surrounding the vortex cores in

exagonal YMnO 3 . The vortex core is incorporated with two par-

ial edge dislocations (PEDs), another important class of topologi-

al defects. The polarization directions of the ferroelectric domains

an be distinguished by corrugated configurations of Y-ions, sim-

lar to 6-fold vortices. To map the associated strain field of the

EDs of the eight-fold vortex cores, we used geometric phase anal-

ses (GPA) [85] , and the strain filed of εxx (the x axis is defined as

he [1 2 0] direction) around the PEDs constructed from the atomic

mages, as shown in the insets. Clearly, the non-uniform displace-

ent field near the vortex centers (marked by the circles), espe-

ially near the PED cores, plays a significant role in altering the

orrugated configuration of the vortex structure. The correspond-

ng mesoscale dark-field images that possess dissimilar contrast

or oppositely polarized ferroelectric domains due to the breaking

f Friedel’s law, are also included. Careful atomic image analysis

uggests that the PED possesses a Burgers vector of 1/3[120]. To

larify the vortex-forming mechanism, Landau-theory based phe-

omenological model was used and the origin of the remarkable

tomic arrangement and the intertwined relationship between the
on in situ electron microscopy, Ultramicroscopy (2017), 
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Fig. 5. Ferromagnetic vortices. (a) The vortex precession measurement scheme with in situ high-frequency (subGHz) current excitation. (b) Vortex core precession principle. 

(c)–(f) Lorentz image of a vortex-core of the Py square Landau structure. (c) Without excitation. The magnetic configuration of the four domains is counter clockwise. (d) 

Clock-wise (CW) orbit over-, counter CW orbit at-, and CCW orbit over-resonance, showing the evolution of the tilt and orbit amplitude with frequency, and for different 

chiralities. (g) Orbit tilt vs. frequency. The effects of chirality are subtle, and require high spatial resolution to observe them. (i) Orbit radius vs. current density for both 

chiralities. The variation can be used to separate Oersted field effects on the orbit, as well as determine the degree of non-adiabaticity associated with spin torques. (g) Mea- 

sured tilt from the current direction versus frequency for the same element at 7.9 × 10 10 A/m 

2 . The small shift in resonance frequency from that of a current of 1 × 10 11 A/m 

2 

is due to joule heating. (h) A patterned disc heterostructure with a non-magnetic spacer Cu layer sandwiched between two magnetic permalloy layers on top of a Au 

waveguide and Si 3 Ni 4 membrane (not to scale). The tri-layered heterostructure contains two magnetic vortex cores due to the different thickness of the permalloy layer. (i) 

Lorentz image of the projected in-plane magnetization to capture both vortex cores simultaneously. A schematic of the dissimilar gyrotropic core motion at the respective 

eigen-frequencies with different radius due to the thickness asymmetry [76] . 
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wo types of topological defects, i.e. (anti)vortex cores and partial-

dge-dislocations (PEDs), as well as the roles of their displacement

eld, formation temperature and nucleation sites are revealed. All

onceivable vortices in the system are topologically classified us-

ng homotopy group theory and their origins are identified. The

nanticipated symmetry breaking was found at both mesoscale

domains) and atomic scale (vortex cores) due to the intertwin-

ng of two types of topological defects. Due to the interaction of

EDs with surrounding lattice, the initially topologically protected

-fold (anti)vortex core structures can be transformed into other

onfigurations. Thus, PED, depending on its characteristics, includ-

ng Burgers vector, formation temperature and nucleation sites, can

ehave as a control knob for regulating vortex domain symmetry,

hatever the methods that could introduce PEDs into this system.

he ability to manipulate and control the ferroic orders in R MnO 3 

n correlation with spontaneous magnetization, electric polariza-

ion, and spontaneous strain may provide a platform for exploring

merging physical phenomena with novel applications via topolog-

cal defects. 

.2. Ferromagnetic vortices 

A ferromagnetic vortex is most commonly seen in a magnetic

isc or square where in-plan spins circulate form a magnetic vor-

ex at the center with an out-of-plan spin configuration ( Fig. 5 a).

nderstanding switching behavior of ferromagnetic nanostructures

ill enable us to design better spintronic devices. In situ mag-

etic imaging with Lorentz microscopy has been widely used to

tudy topological defects and quasiparticles, including skyrmions

nd the evolution of spin structures under magnetic field or elec-

ric current. The dynamic switching process of generation and an-

ihilation of spin configurations can be directly observed by apply-

ng magnetic field using a sample stage with build-in Helmholtz

oils or a piezo-driven magnetic needle, [74,77,86] or by tilting

he sample to utilize the magnetic field of the objective lens. A

esign capable of applying gigahertz resonance electric current

nd pulsed excitations in TEM was recently developed to mea-

ure spin vortex precession orbit and to understand the nona-
Please cite this article as: H. Zheng, Y. Zhu, Perspectives 
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iabatic spin torque effect [78] . Spin-transf er torque offers great

romise for the development of spin-based devices. The effects of

pin-transfer torques are typically analyzed in terms of adiabatic

nd non-adiabatic contributions. Currently a comprehensive inter-

retation of the non-adiabatic term remains elusive, with sugges-

ions that it may arise from universal effects related to dissipa-

ion processes in spin dynamics, and other studies indicating a

trong influence from the symmetry of magnetization gradients.

he Lorentz microscopy with gigahertz-excitations approach can

chieve better than 5 nm spatial resolution to map the orbit of a

agnetic vortex core. 

Fig. 5 a shows a schematic of the spin vortex precession or-

it measurement setup. The top corresponds to the sample as-

embly with its actual Lorentz image at the bottom. A high fre-

uency ac signal is supplied externally through gold contact pads

sing waveguides to inject high-frequency current. The sample is

 permalloy square exhibiting a Landau domain structure with a

ertex core in the middle. Fig. 5 b illustrates how the vertex core

otion forms a vertex-core spin orbit. When a vortex core is dis-

laced from the center of a ferromagnetic disc, the demagnetiza-

ion energy serves as a restorative force, and the gyrotropic and

recessional dynamics can be captured using a harmonic oscilla-

or model. As a result of the core displacement, magnetic ‘charges’

orm on the edges of the disc. These weakly coupled magnetostatic

nteractions are long range but have a small interaction cross sec-

ion and even edge overlapped direct exchange discs may demon-

trate complex non-linear modes. Alternatively a stacked geometry

ncreases the magnetic interaction over the entire surface areas of

he ferromagnetic layers leading to stronger coupling of neighbor-

ng vortices. 

Fig. 5 c–f shows Lorentz micrographs of the vortex core preces-

ion orbit at various driving frequencies. The current was applied

long the horizontal direction (as marked in Fig. 5 a), with the cur-

ent density maintained at 7.7 × 10 10 A/m 

2 . As the vortex precesses

bout the central equilibrium point, the domain walls of the Lan-

au structure oscillate about their equilibrium positions, creating

lurred domain contrast at their boundaries. The domains, which

re pinned by each of the four corners of the spin structure and
on in situ electron microscopy, Ultramicroscopy (2017), 
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the vortex core, move with the vortex core. Imaging of the gy-

rotropic motion reveals subtle changes in the ellipticity, amplitude

and tilt of the orbit as the vortex is driven through resonance, pro-

viding a robust method to determine the adiabatic, non-adiabatic

spin torque parameters with unprecedented precision. Fig. 5 c–e

shows the change of vortex-core orbit size of the counter clock-

wise (CCW) domains, from the remanence (c), off resonance (d,

200 MHz) and at resonance (e, 180 MHz) state, indicating the core

reaches maximum at resonance with rather circular orbit. In con-

trast, as the frequency moves off resonance, the ellipticity of the

orbit, which follows an almost linear relationship with the normal-

ized frequency, is clearly visible as illustrated in Fig. 2 (d) and (f)

for vortices of (polarity = + 1, CCW) and (polarity = + 1, CW). Fig. 5 g

depicts the measured tilt from the current direction versus fre-

quency for the same element with a theoretical prediction super-

imposed (solid line). The measurements of the orbit amplitudes for

both chiralities and as a function of frequency allow for the un-

ambiguous determination of the non-adiabatic parameter β and

the viscous damping parameter α, respectively. The orbital tilts

are sensitive to the relative magnitudes of all three driving con-

tributions: adiabatic, non-adiabatic, and Oersted field contribution.

Hence, mapping the tilt angle with respect to frequency allows ad-

ditional determination of the degree of spin polarization, P, though

in practice, local pinning effects can influence low amplitude oscil-

lations and may complicate the measurement of spin polarization. 

Another example is direct imaging of mode-coupled magnetic

vortices. Interlayer coupled vortices where the magnetic interac-

tion was altered in asymmetric disc heterostructures of Permal-

loy/Copper/Permalloy Py/Cu/Py). By reducing the non-magnetic

spacer layer thicknesses of copper, indirect exchange interactions

strongly coupled vortices of non-overlapping eigenmodes, creating

spatially coherent core oscillations with a singular peak in the sub-

gigahertz frequency spectrum corresponding to a mode-coupled

gyrotropic motion. This is in contrast to the magnetostatic cou-

pled systems where the cores interact in a chaotic manner and the

characteristic periodic motion cannot be detected. The coherent os-

cillations found in the indirect exchange coupled disc heterostruc-

tures serves as a basis for more complex coupled systems and

could be used as a means of amplification and tuning of the eigen-

modes in strongly interacting multi-vortex systems. Fig. 5 h shows

a schematic diagram of the heterostructures, where the thickness

of the two ferromagnetic layers where fixed at 25 nm and 15 nm

of Py, separated by a thin Cu layer. At equilibrium, the vortex cores

reside in the center of the disc at the energy minimum of the po-

tential landscape. If the two ferromagnetic layers of the device are

isolated and excited with an RF field at resonance, the orbital am-

plitude of the steady state vortex core-path trace (r1, r2) as well

as the eigenfrequency ( ω 1, ω 2) would be distinct as shown in

Fig. 5 i. The two vortices can be interpreted as two harmonic oscil-

lators with dissimilar restorative spring constants and masses due

to the thickness asymmetry. The non-magnetic Cu layer serves as a

means of modifying the interlayer coupling strength. The asymme-

try also provides unique behavior as non-overlapping eigenmodes

should become evident in the frequency spectrum and can also

be used to independently control the states of the vortices. The

coherent oscillations found in the indirect exchange coupled disc

heterostructures serves as a basis for more complex coupled sys-

tems and could be used as a means of amplification and tuning

of the eigenmodes in strongly interacting multi-vortex systems. It

provides critical insights of the fundamental features of collective

vortex-based microwave generators, such as their steady-state am-

plitudes, tenability and mode-coupled gyrotropic vortex motion.

The ability to image coupled multiple vortex cores and excite them

into resonant modes has implications for fundamental dynamics of

interacting topological defects as well as novel technological utili-

ties, such as magnetic nano oscillators and antennae. 
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. Conclusions and outlook 

In summary, in situ electron microscopy has attracted broad in-

erest and it has been applied to a wide range of research topics.

n this article, two drastically different areas of research that ben-

fit from in situ TEM advancement were discussed. The develop-

ents of liquid environmental cells and the advances in electron

icroscopy such as the aberration corrected optics and fast elec-

ron detection have enabled the imaging of materials transforma-

ions in liquids with atomic resolution and 2.5 ms temporal res-

lution. Significant progress has been made in the understanding

f colloidal nanocrystal growth with in situ liquid cell TEM. Liq-

id cell TEM has also been applied to the study of electrochemical

rocesses at electrode-electrolyte interfaces for batteries applica-

ions. However, the image resolution for in situ TEM of electro-

hemical processes in a liquid cell is limited so far, which is partly

onstrained by electron beam damage. Reducing electron beam ef-

ects is crucial for future growth of liquid cell TEM. There is no

oubt that liquid cell TEM technologies will experience revolution-

ry growth in the near future. Breakthroughs are yet to be made

n imaging of materials dynamics in liquids with high signal-to-

oise ratio, improved spatial and temporal resolution, controlled

nvironments or stimuli and significantly reduced electron beam

ffects. 

Exciting results have also been achieved in the understanding of

erroelectric and ferromagnetic vortex using in situ TEM with the

ample stage advancement. The aberration corrected TEM, future

mprovement of the electron detection technologies and ultrafast

lectron microscopy development i.e., in μs, ns, ps or fs regime,

ould allow for exploring more and more atomic level materi-

ls dynamics. Ultimately the study of dynamic molecular, atomic

vents or different phonon modes or transitions in the ultrafast

egime with in situ TEM will be enabled. 
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